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More Than Just Coffee, Name Brand Companies Like Starbucks Put Giddings on the 

Map 
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Bumpers Building > Little Caesars  
  1799 E Austin St, Giddings 

Recruitment  5-7 jobs    Renovation/ Property Improvement 

GEDC lands national franchise and incentivizes property improvements to renovate and repair 

one of the community’s most memorable blighted buildings  

  

Learning that a national franchisee was interested in Giddings was exciting, but to learn that the property under 

consideration was the old purple Bumper’s building was a memorable experience for the Giddings Economic 

Development Corporation. The oddly shaped, loudly colored building had previously housed a donut shop and 

had been through two foreclosures in quick succession before being purchased by a local resident as an 

investment property.  

 

When the Little Caesars franchisee approached the GEDC about the building, the appraised value was just 

$145,320. By the time renovations were completed and the company opened its doors for operations, the 

valuation had soared to $408, 670. The project was an important revenue generator for the community from a 

sales and property tax standpoint, but just as importantly, the sale and turnaround of the old Bumpers building 

and the capture of a national franchise was a message that rippled through the community like an current. The 

GEDC and the citizens needed a win, and this project was a win all the way around.  

 

The GEDC met with the property owner and with the franchisee, provided demographic information to assist the 

franchisee in securing location approval from corporate, coordinated between the client and CenterPoint Energy 

on gas line connectivity, and provided a $25,000 cash incentive. The City also provided a nominal tax rebate for a 

limited number of years. After opening, the GEDC remained in touch with the client, and assisted with promoting 

the business throughout the community.    
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CEFCO, Fikes Wholesale  
977 E Austin Street, Giddings 

Recruitment  20 Jobs New Construction 
 

 Built on 9+acres, the CEFCO Truck Stop includes the gas station and 
convenience store, a dog park, a Which Wich restaurant, and a Tesla 
Supercharging Station. The property contains an entrance and deceleration 
lane, a signal entrance light, crosscut access to surrounding properties and 
upgraded water lines. The company created 20 new jobs for the city.  
 
SITUATION 
 
The GEDC was first contacted by Bluebonnet Electric Co-Op Representative and former GEDC Board Member 
Mark Johnson about a prospective client interested in locating a CEFCO convenience store and gas station in the 
City.  In short order, the GEDC began coordinating with property owner Gary Don Ellison to facilitate the 
development at the 977 E Austin Street location.   
 
Fikes Wholesale owner of CEFCO, stated that the company needed approximately $150,000 in “gap financing” to 
make the project work.  Concerned about increased truck traffic entering and exiting the busy highway right 
across from their facility, Bluebonnet Electric wanted a signal light placed at the entrance to the CEFCO complex.  
TXDOT wanted a deceleration lane and a crosscut to the adjacent property located at the entrance in exchange 
for approving the project. 
 
The GEDC coordinated with CEFCO and TXDOT to outline the requirements for 
a signal light to be placed at the location.  The GEDC then lobbied the City of 
Giddings to apply for a Community Development Block Grant to help pay for 
the signal light.  The City contracted with Traylor and Associates and was 
awarded the money to pay for the signal light. The new signal light, crosscut 
and deceleration lane not only helped CEFCO, but they also made the 
surrounding property more valuable to developers 
 
In the meantime, the GEDC agreed to provide the $150,000, but required that 
CEFCO substantially upgrade the water lines and to ensure that the water lines 
would be located in an accessible area so that the city engineer could easily connect an extension to the new 
water line so that we could eventually use those lines to bring water to the new Giddings 290 Business Park.  
 
The project brought additional value to the city with a new Tesla Super-Charging Station and by providing 
truckers with a rest area more suitable than the Giddings Plaza Parking lot.  Without fear of truck traffic tearing 
up their lot, the Plaza owners made repairs, applied sealcoat and striping, and added new LED lights to the 
parking lot.   
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Case Study  

 
BUSINESS RECRUITMENT, RETENTION AND EXPANSION 

 

SITUATION 

In late 2017, three food industry businesses closed in rapid succession – B & W Grocer, Annie’s on 290 and Dairy 

Queen. As outlined below, the business closures were unrelated and the properties were substantially improved 

with like or similar businesses within a year to 18 months of the closures; however, at the time, members of the 

community expressed grave concerns about the state of the Giddings’ economy and complained that the GEDC 

was not performing its job. At the time, the GEDC was unable to provide specifics about the closures due to 

issues relating to client confidentiality and concerns over the litigious nature of one of the projects.  I was 

eventually able to provide an update on our FB page with a summary of our outreach activities. We received 

positive feedback from several community members regarding our efforts to support the existing businesses and 

our attempts to recruit new companies to backfill the vacated properties.  

 For more information about each of the projects, see the summaries below 

 

Recruitment     Renovation/ Property Improvement 

     B & W Food Market > Vali’s Food Market 

                            1340 E Austin Street, Giddings 

 
SITUATION  
 
B & W - GEDC conducted outreach directly and through our rep, Retail 
Strategies.  The company was not active client and did not follow up with 
the GEDC prior to closing.  The GEDC cannot speak to the business’ closure, 
except to say that factors that could have impacted the business’ decision 
to close include performance pressure created by the renovation 
undertaken by competing local grocer Brookshire Brothers, the addition of 
convenience items provided by new developments – CEFCO, Giddings 290 
Travel Plaza, and retail leakage as a result residents shopping out of town.  
These suggestions are speculative. The GEDC worked with the owner of the 
business to identify a new tenant for the property. Vali moved into the 
space and completed a near total renovation of the building.  

 
 

Recruitment Property Improvement 

Hoa Son Chinese Food Restaurant   

                                       Giddings 

This project is included here due to its proximity to the 

other businesses. Our efforts included site selection 

assistance to support the Stephens’ family in finding a 

tenant for the space.  

 

 

1 

2 
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 Dairy Queen Vasari, LLC  >  Dairy Queen Central Texas Group  
977 E Austin Street, Giddings 

Recruitment 5-7 Jobs  Renovation/ Property Improvement 

  
Retention Efforts – Downward Spiral  
Spring 2015 

 Vasari LLC is leasing the building and owns 75 DQ in Texas and Oklahoma.   

 GEDC contacts company after receiving complaints about poor customer service and building disrepair 

 GEDC offers workforce development and facility renovation assistance andmystery shopper program 

 Vasari LLC declines assistance; reports plans for renovation. Some improvements in early 2016  
 
Hurricane Harvey -Bankruptcy 
 
August – December 2017 

 Hurricane Harvey (August 2017) impacts Vasari and holdings are reduced from 75 to 68 

 GEDC learns Vasari LLC plans to file bankruptcy and to shutter 27 stores, 22 in Texas, including 
Giddings location.   

 GEDC chooses not to comment publicly until bankruptcy is made public and building owner confirms 
plans 

 GEDC tries to contact company and receives no response. GEDC contacts store manager and refers 
employees to Texas Workforce Commission 

 GEDC initiates contact with building owner in Wyoming who reports that Vasari has been unresponsive  
 
Winter 2018 

 Owner is motivated to repair and sell property 

 GEDC refers owner to local construction company who provides proposal for renovations and 
commences repairs.  

 Due to building’s poor repair, the owner declines GEDC’s offer to list the property on the GEDC 
website. 
 
April 2018 

 GEDC provides market study to real estate listing agent who attends International Shopping Center 
Convention (ICSC) in Las Vegas, Nevada. Prospects are identified, but no commitments    
 
Recruitment and Infill Vacant Building 

 GEDC initiates contact with local listing agents, a local prospect, and three national restaurant chains 
about the property.  Huddle House indicates interest after GEDC provides data and exterior photographs of the 
property 

 Huddle House approves site as a franchisee location and includes property in their national marketing 
outreach to franchisee prospects. No prospects respond 

 One fast food prospect tours building 
 
Building Sells. DQ Re-Opens Under New Ownership 
July – September 2018 

 Central Texas Restaurant Group (CTR) / Lay Construction expresses interest in property  

 GEDC works with landowner to lower price of building 

 CTR requests financial assistance and tax rebates from GEDC 

 At this point, GEDC discourages funding request based on low property purchase price and 
knowledge DQ corporate has strong desire to retain the building as DQ franchise location 

 Franchisee CTR/ Lays Construction purchase and renovates building and open new Dairy 
Queen  
 

 

3 
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Dairy Queen 
Before, During and After 
 977 E Austin Street 
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 Annie’s on 290 > Deep Roots  
1340 E Austin Street, Giddings 

Expansion, Retention and Recruitment 

 
SITUATION 
 
Annie’s on 290, owned and operated by Annie Beltran, was a highly 
popular restaurant that existed as the community’s only seafood 
restaurant. The business occupied a mobile building on a lot owned by 
the Stephen’s family. Despite its popularity, the company operated for 
fewer than five years and was shuttered. Labor force issues and 
financial losses resulting from damage to the Gulf seafood industry 
caused by Hurricane Harvey may have contributed to the closure.   
 
OUTCOMES 
 
Deep Roots, a locally owned and operated start-up purchased the 
building and opened a home-style restaurant at the existing location.   
The restaurant received positive reviews and continued operating as 
allowed throughout the pandemic environment.  
 
As of October 2020, “Annies on 290” planned to replace “Deep Roots” 
and re-open in the existing location.   
 
 
GEDC Expansion Grant 
2016 
To support growth, the GEDC provided a $1,200 grant Annie’s to build 
a deck to support an expansion. Early indications were that the project 
was successful and resulted in increased revenue for the business 
owner.   
 
Hurricane Harvey 
2017 - 2018 
The company was impacted by Hurricane Harvey when the cost of 
seafood increased substantially. The price of garnishes such as 
lemons and avocados also increased due to low domestic supply 
and sluggish imports from Latin America.  These unexpected expenses 
were compounded by labor force issues and the business and building were 
put up for sale.  The property remained under control of the Stephens Family. 
 
GEDC Retention Efforts 
The GEDC conducted significant outreach to the owner and provided offers of instance, including workforce 
development support; however, the owner decided to continue with the sale. 
 
GEDC Recruitment Grant 
2018 
Local resident Audra Stuber purchased the building and invested $15,000+ in renovations of the property.  The 
GEDC provided a $5,000 gap-closing grant to ease the transition.   
 
Impact of Pandemic  
2020 
The GEDC’s investment in the property remains at $6,200. The GEDC attempted to reach owner throughout the 
pandemic and emergency retention grants were heavily advertised; however, there was no request for funds. 
The restaurant is open and operating.   

4 
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Revitalizing Downtown 

 
THROUGH PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS & COMMUNITY RE-INVESTMEMT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
The GEDC’s multi-pronged approach to revitalizing downtown centers around public-private partnerships 

 
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE -$30,000 Strategic Planning Grant 

GOODMAN CORPORATION STRATEGIC PLAN – Conducted Downtown Revitalization Strategic Plan 

RENOVATION OF FREIGHT STATION #1 (Now housing Dime Box Distillery) $100,000 ($50,000 HOT Funds) 

RENOVATION OF FREIGHT STATION #2 $35,000 in GEDC funds. Project on hold until lumber prices decrease 

RENOVATION OF STRERLING THEATER $200,000 by Giddings Brewhaus and $100,000 (GEDC & HOT Funds)  

PURCHASE & GRANT FOR PARKING LOT GEDC purchased Orsag driveway ($40,000 HOT FUND GRAMT) 

VENUE ON MAIN (Formerly the Landmark Center) – Privately owned, newly renovated 

LANDSCAPING & INTERPRETIVE SIGNAGE - $25,000 (up to $2,500 provided for art mural) 

PUBLIC ART MURAL – Public Private Partnership – HOT Funds, GEDC Grant, and Private Pay BY Dime Box 

Distillery; Brick Wall donated by Orsag’s Furniture  

  

 

  

City Meat Market  

Local restaurant joins the mural movement in 

downtown Giddings. The GEDC provided funds to this 

business last year to repair damage to an external wall.  

   Drive/ Parking area purchased with 

Darwin’s Finches 

Public Private Partnerships 

Band uses Depot for Practice 1x/ Week  

In Exchange for mowing property 
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Revitalizing Downtown 

 
 HISTORIC DEPOT COMPLEX: FREIGHT STATION #1 & #2 

 
Beginning in 2013-14, the GEDC leased the historic depot complex to the Chamber of Commerce for $1 per 

year. The GEDC provided the organization with $1,000 per month for year one to assist with utilities. The GEDC 

was assigned a back room for office space until Fall 2014 when office space on Highway 290 was acquired for the 

new Executive Director.  The GEDC relocated and the Chamber took full possession of the Depot and all other 

buildings on the property.   The Friends of the Depot organization, comprising Chamber staff 2-3 community 

volunteers, including the HOT Board President acquired substantial HOT Funds for maintenance and 

management of the facilities. Despite having been completely renovated from 2009-2012, by 2016, two of the 

historic freight stations were already falling into serious disrepair.  In 2016, the GEDC regained possession of the 

complex.  

Approximately $50,000 in HOT funds previously acquired by the Chamber of Commerce was transferred from 

the Chamber of Commerce to the GEDC and another $40,000 in HOT funds was transferred from the Friends of 

the Depot to the GEDC. The $50,000 of HOT Funds from the Chamber, plus an additional $50,000 from GEDC’s 

sales tax budget was reinvested to repair Freight Station # 1 and to prepare the building for lease to a private 

business. The $40,000 in HOT funds from the Friends of the Depot had been earmarked for use on the Sterling 

Theater. Those funds were invested in the renovation of that property in 2020, and after the building was leased 

to a private business.   

In 2016-2017, the GEDC initiated a policy of developing public-private partnerships with private tourism-oriented 

and capitalized investors to locate, manage and promote businesses in the GEDC’s historic properties.  Two of 

the three eligible buildings are currently under lease through partnerships with private investors.  

 

 

  
One building has been restored.  Funds are set aside 

for the 2nd Freight Station. Renovations will begin once 

pandemic-induced price increases for lumber recede.   
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Revitalizing Downtown 

 
 THROUGH PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: DIME BOX DISTILLERY 

 
 

DIME BOX DISTILLERY – Public-Private Partnership with GEDC 

Freight station into an income producing space for use as a Bourbon bottling facility and Tasting Room 

 Property will be moved onto the tax rolls 

 Property will generate property and sales tax revenue 

 Property will attract tourists and other foot traffic into downtown 

 Property pays lights and electrical for Depot Complex – (approximately $700 month) 

 Building will be retained by GEDC.  Community heritage property preserved  

 Surrounding property landscaped with signage 

 Gazebo re-painted 

 Extensive out of area advertising in luxury media (i.e., Texas Monthly) 

 Activity reduces threat of crime and vagrancy 

 Business owner has purchased lot adjacent to Orsag’s furniture for Future Use as Distillery 

 Business owner committing funds (matched by HOT funds and GEDC0 toward public art mural that will 

serve as community “Instagram wall” 

 Jobs created 3 FT; 2 PT or as needed 

 Broadband internet will be installed and accessible as a Hot Spot throughout the Depot Complex 

 Made in Giddings Products 

 Facility operated as Manufacturer throughout pandemic 
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Revitalizing Downtown 

 
 THROUGH PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS: GIDDINGS BREWHAUS 

 
GIDDINGS BREWHAUS – Public-Private Partnership with GEDC 

Giddings Brewhaus committing $200,000+ of their own funds to transform Historic Sterling Theater into an 

income producing space for use as a Craft Brew Manufacturing Facility (Brew Pub) and German Restaurant. 

GEDC retains ownership of the property and has committed $60,000 in sales tax funds, plus $40,000 in HOT 

funds for renovation 

 Private funds invested into GEDC property ($2 to $1 match) 

 Property will be moved onto the tax rolls 

 Property will generate sales and property tax revenue 

 Property will attract tourists and other foot traffic into downtown 

 Property will be remediated from contaminants (prior life as automotive repair shop) 

 Building will be retained, and structure/ community heritage property preserved  

 Building will be brought up to code 

 Water-Sewer to building funded by federal EDA grant 

 Surrounding property will be landscaped and will include interpretive signage 

 Blight will be eliminated, perception of crime reduced 

 Business owner is purchasing lots adjacent to the GEDC parking lot to extend use of space 

 5 Jobs created (or TBD) 

 Broadband internet will be installed and accessible as a Hot Spot throughout the Depot Complex 

 Made in Giddings Product 

 

     

The Sterling Theater, once used as an automotive repair shop, is being renovated for use as a 

German Restaurant and Brew Pub. To protect visitors from exposure to toxic chemicals, the floor 

is being remediated. The walls will be braced where the autos used to be driven into the building.  
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Revitalizing Downtown 

 
 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AS CRIME PREVENTION/ REDUCTION  

 
 

Crime Data 

Many factors merge to create a “perfect storm” of property risk. The growing credit crisis led to a record 

numbers of foreclosures, leaving scores of residential and commercial properties vacant. Fiscal pressures mean 

that many communities do not have sufficient law enforcement personnel to patrol these properties. Third, 

market prices for metals and other commodities skyrocketed after the Great Recession, leaving many 

unprotected properties vulnerable to theft and vandalism.  

Properties in Giddings have been targeted by thieves who have stripped buildings of copper wiring and 

plumbing; appliances; woodwork; and other materials — even windows and doors. These criminals have caused 

enormous damage, rendering some buildings uninhabitable and unsalable. Even occupied properties feel the 

effects of crime, especially those without good lighting, clean facades and security measures.  

As late as last year, thieves crawled atop the Mobile Building and stole the Pegasus and other signage. The 

Mobile Building is on Highway 290 in the middle of town, but the building is in mild disrepair, the yard cluttered 

and one would have difficulty trying to determine if nefarious activity is taking place just by seeing a person on a 

ladder.   

Foreclosed properties are particularly vulnerable. Because electric and telephone service is usually shut off, the 

security alarms, monitoring systems and lighting may not be operational. And foreclosed properties are easy to 

find, not only because of signs on the property, but because lists of foreclosed properties are readily available 

from government agencies. Thieves are known to obtain foreclosure lists to identify properties that they can 

burglarize with little risk. 

Crime statistics are just one piece of the puzzle when it comes to considering a community’s reputation as 

“safe” or “dangerous.” According to studies, other data that impacts perception and actual crime rates are:  

1. Median income and poverty data 

2. High school graduation rates 

3. Redlining practices 

4. Household access to high-speed internet 

5. City budget allocations 

6. Unemployment rates 

These data points indicate a correlation between socioeconomic factors and reported crime rates. In addition 

to crime statistics, these factors correlate with household income, access to resources like internet service, and 

city budget allocations. While crime data may not tell us everything, it does reinforce our understanding that a 

“rising tide lifts all ships “and that economic development must be approached holistically.  
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Revitalizing Giddings West 

 
 RECRUITMENT, RETENTION & EXPANSION 

 
VACANT > ISLAND SKATE > FITNESS SOLUTIONS 

 
GEDC places value on incremental change. Even if the original applicant does not remain 

 Some businesses WILL fail. Strategic and judicious application of grant funds that focus on  
community reinvestment can still move a community toward a better place. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

Anxious to secure a tenant and see improvements begin on the long vacant property located at 610 W Austin 

Street (Corner of Hwy 290 and Titus), the GEDC provided Island Skate with a $10,000 incentive. The 

performance agreement included a minimum number of new hires and capital improvements.  Proprietor 

Landis Lehman invested far more than anticipated in the building with roof and foundation improvements.  

Today, the building houses Fitness Solutions, a highly popular fitness facility that experienced forced closure 

during the pandemic.  The GEDC stepped in and provided emergency relief funds. In the meantime, while the 

facility was closed, the owner took advantage of the opportunity to make additional property improvements.   
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Janda Monuments 
886 W Austin Street Giddings 

Expansion  2-3 Jobs   New Construction/ Workforce Development 
 

GEDC supports expansion client with capital funds and workforce development grants 

 

SITUATION 

Janda Monuments sells inscribed headstones. Janda first 
approached the GEDC with a problem to solve. He needed a 
mobile inscriber so that once the stone was put in place, he 
could add an additional name or death date. Previously, he 
would have to outsource that service to another community. We 
do not like to see Giddings’ hard-earned dollars go to another 
community, so we saw that as our problem too.   
 
The GEDC board agreed to provide Janada funds to purchase a 
mobile inscriber and to assist with the specialized vendor training 
that he would need to learn to operate it.   Helping a local 

business remain in business and keeping tax money here at home is a rather good story all by itself, but there 
came a moment when that fortuitous award began to seem like more than a happy accident.   
 
As I was collaborating with the exploratory team on the development of the new Veterans Honor Project, I was 
bothered by the possibility that the community might spend a lot of money on a big granite wall (think Vietnam 
Veterans Wall in Washington DC) and end up with a chip in the granite or a misspelled name – things happen.  I 
know how important it is to get the spelling and the rank and the branch of service correct.  Military service is a 
sacrifice that many of us take seriously. If we are going to honor those who serve, we want to make sure we are 
doing it right. Ruminating on this issue, I remembered Jacob’s project and realized that we had the solution we 
had been looking for.  I invited Jacob to join our team and he brought along with his technical skills, a lot of great 
ideas and enthusiasm for the Veterans Honor Park project.  

OUTCOMES  

Recently, Jacob submitted a second application for assistance. His plans to buy property and expand his business 
had finally come to fruition.  This time, his application included an extra note:  

“Janda Monument Company was awarded the contract 
with The Lee County Veterans Association to serve as the 
monument company to make the large monument and 
the veteran’s wall. The monument(s) will include the 
names of Lee County veterans who have served in the US 
military. The automated stencil plotter will save 
substantial time and money in the implementation of this 
part of the project.   The project also includes granite 
pavers that families can purchase to engrave their loved 
ones’ branch of service, military rank, medals they earned, 
etc.  These granite pavers will be installed in place before 
they are engraved, therefore a stencil will need to be used 
on site. Rather than hiring a 3rd party to make the stencils 
or making themselves by hand, with the right equipment, 
Jacob will be able to make the stencils for this project in-
house.” 

Janda Monument received two incentives over the course of four years for a total of $15,000.    
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Circle W > Santa Fe Steakhouse 
 581 West Austin Street Giddings 

Start-Up   10 Jobs   Renovation/ Property Improvement 

GEDC works with property owner to restore blighted property and to bring long-sought steakhouse to Giddings 

 
SITUATION 

 
Aside from an H-E-B, one 
of the most highly 
requested businesses has 
been a steakhouse so 
imagine our delight when 
a few years ago, we 
received a phone call from 
the owner of long-time 
Giddings restaurant Los 
Patrones who indicated 
that it was time – he was 
bringing a steakhouse to 
Giddings.    

/We could not have been 

happier about the property targeted for the project. The property was located at 581 W Austin Street, just west 
of downtown.  
 
A major renovation, a steakhouse and a revitalization project west of downtown was sure to have a ripple effect 
in an area of the city that people had long believed could not be revitalized.   
 
OUTCOMES 
 
The GEDC provided an initial incentive of $25,000, plus addition emergency retention funds because of the 
business forced closure or restricted operations during the early days of the pandemic.  Today, the business has 
been completely renovated and is one of the more popular restaurants in the city. A thriving fitness facility 
operates across the street and recently, KGID radio purchased and renovated the old television repair station 
that sits next door adjacent to the restaurant’s parking lot. The station plans to use the space as a sales office 
and as studio space.   
 
Just a little west of the Santa Fe Steakhouse, Jacob Janda, of Janda Monuments purchased a section of land and 
built a new, expanded facility to manage his cemetery services business.   
 
Someone once said that nothing will grow on the west side of downtown Giddings, but it seems that plenty will 
grow, if you just give it a little fertilizer and sunshine.   
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KGID Radio 
  Austin Street, Giddings 

Recruitment/ Expansion 2 Jobs  Renovation/ Property Improvement 
What’s Old is New Again:  Entrepreneur Re-Activates Local Radio Station KGID; GEDC Assists with Studio Space 

 
SITUATION 

 

KGID was created in 2014 when the owners bid on and won an FCC license in an auction for unbuilt radio station 

permits. The physical location for the tower was a huge challenge as the company had a small area that would fit 

within the FCCs’ spacing requirements from other frequencies and that would also provide a signal sufficient to 

cover Giddings, the community of license. The search led to an area off county road 103 in Lee County and the 

company purchased a parcel for sale that met the legal/ technical requirements of the FCC. Ultimately, the 

company found it necessary to invest in a second, adjacent parcel of property with ready access to electricity to 

complete the project before the FCC permit expired.   

 

In 2017, with four (4) days to spare before expiration of the FCC permit, KGID began operating form its location 

in Lee County and just outside of the city. In August 2018, the company purchased the building near downtown 

on Highway 290 and Waco Street for use as studio and office space. Once these facilities are completed, KGID 

plans to host guest interviews, have a place for DJs and business offices for sales and management.   

The Waco Street Building that KGID purchased had long been vacant, was out of code compliance and in serious 
disrepair. After completing the renovation plan and obtaining permits, the company began to remodel by gutting 
the structure. The company has since dried-in the structure with an elevated new roof, new foundation footers, 
a “green building” exterior framing, plumbing rough-in and improvements to the parking areas. The project’s 
impact will be direct and indirect. The GEDC provided $25,000 for the project.  
 
This project is located west of downtown which in recent history (within the past 20 years) has been a difficult 
area for business retention. The repair and maintenance of a long vacant and blighted property will increase the 
attractiveness of the area, will eliminate and prevent future criminal activity that occurs in and around empty 
buildings, and will increase the value of this and nearby properties.  
 
The expansion of a viable business at this location will aid in the recruitment of new businesses into the 
downtown and will add to the city’s tax base and increase jobs. Additionally, as Phase II, this project supports the 
viability of a radio station to service Giddings. A radio station is value added and a quality of life indicator for a 
city. It serves as a source of advertising for area businesses, as a resource for distributing public service 
announcements, and as entertainment for local citizens. Due to the radio station’s broad reach, the business is a 
psychographic resource for the community as it gives tourists and visitors to the area a sense that they are 
approaching a “destination” prior to arriving in the city. This psychographic value is important as the GEDC works 
to transition the city’s image from a “pass through” with tourist services 
to a tourism draw with a downtown destination. 
 
Owner Greg Shapiro has almost 
40 years of industry experience 
and hails from Austin  
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Case Study  

 
 HIGH VALUE / HIGH VISIBILITY PROPERTIES 

Vacant Buildings; Blight Reduction; Place-Making  
 

Vacant Chevrolet and Dodge-Chrysler Dealership > FunTown RV Dealership  
  Giddings 

Recruitment            35 Jobs       Renovation/ Property Improvement 

 

GEDC rolls out the red carpet to recruit RV dealership onto 9 acre long-vacant property at entrance ot city 

Like arches serving as gateways into the city, in 2015, visitors entering Giddings would be greeted by the 
Chevrolet and Dodge-Chrysler property on west, and the Ford Dealership and old nursing home to the east.    

At its peak, those dealerships were selling more than 100 cars a month and brought a substantial amount of 
property taxes to the town, county and school district, as well as good paying jobs, but for years they sat empty, 
less of a welcome and more as a reminder of what happens to a business when it gets overextended and the 
national economy goes ker-plunk.  
 
By July of 2015, things were beginning to change and by the end of the year, the 9acre lot on the west side 

would be filled to the brim with non-motorized RV’s, its buildings rehabilitated and reopened as sales offices and 

as a maintenance shop.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

/ 
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Case Study  

 
HIGH VALUE / HIGH VISIBILITY PROPERTIES 

Vacant Buildings; Blight Reduction; Place-Making  

 
The GEDC had been collaborating with the listing agent, who was based in Austin, to show and promote the 
Chevrolet property when a viable prospect popped up on the radar. The GEDC responded to the request for 
information by putting together a proposal and making a business case using EMSI data provided through the 
GEDC’s contract with EMSI. 
 
The RV Dealership, whose headquarters is in Cleburne, expressed interest in flying down to see the property. 
They were scheduled to arrive at 2:30pm, just minutes after the Governor’s Small Business Forum being hosted 
by the GEDC was scheduled to conclude.    
 
On July 2, I met the FunTown RV team at the Giddings Lee County Airport where they were able to check out a 
municipal vehicle.  We regrouped at the site, where we met with the Mayor and the Director of Utilities.  A few 
days weeks later, the call came in.  
 
Funtown RV had decided to open a new location in Giddings! 
 
Although no promises were made, during the negotiations, the FunTown RV team expressed the hope that an RV 
park would open nearby, preferably within the city limits where the RV’s would be able to use city sewer rather 
than having to go out to a dump station.  The team expressed interest in allowing clients the opportunity to test 
out an RV before buying by spending time in one of the vehicles at an RV Park.    

/The addition of the Giddings 290 Travel Plaza and RV P ark ended up falling right in line.  
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Feed Store > Giddings 290 Travel Center 
 1790 West Austin Street Giddings    

Renovation/ Property Improvement  14 Jobs  Start-Up 

GEDC provides grants to convert old feed store and surrounding property into vibrant Travel Center & RV Park 

 
The GEDC coordinated and hosted a meeting between grant writer Traylor & Associates (r) and members of the 

Awad Family (of Lee County Petroleum, Inc) to discuss grant funding for their project, which centered around the 

conversion of the property that previously served as the Giddings Ranch and Pet Center, 1790 West Austin 

Street, Giddings, into a full-service Travel Center with dog park, surrounded by what would eventually become a 

120 pad site RV park.   

While no state or federal funds were available for the project, the GEDC committed $60,000, and then another 

$50,000 in local sales tax revenue to this multi-million-dollar project.  Although the GEDC’s contribution 

amounted only to a drop in the bucket, this amount equals 44% of the amount of funds the GEDC sets aide 

annually for business development incentives, or 22% of the business incentive budget over a two-year period.    
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         Giddings 290 Travel Center & RV Park 
  West Giddings 

Start-Up      Renovation/ Property Improvement 

 

The 52-pad site Giddings RV Park opened to a full house in fall 2019. The facility now hosts offers 

more than 100 pad sites with access to city water and sewer, electricity and a laundry and meeting 

facility. The park is just a short walk over to the full-service truck stop/ travel center which features 

convenience store items, hot meals, showers and laundry facilities.   The RV park is also located 

adjacent to the FunTown RV maintenance facilities and sales offices. 


